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Abstract

The challenge that has often occurred in recent years is making access to education using a different learning process path. The presence of technology now provides solutions to problems that often occur such as communication, accessing information, and business or cooperation. The Blockchain Application Method is a technology that develops an evaluation model for itineraries in the learning process, both individually and in bulk. Currently the Edu blocs project has been designed and implemented, which combines elements of peer-to-peer learning and the teaching team. The aim of the Edu blocs project is to simplify the process of designing and implementing a system for recording activity results through blockchain technology. This ongoing project is in the process of evaluation. Conforming to some design elements as well as experimental implementation in the context of higher education enables us to further indicate the sustainability and relevance of the application of blockchain technology in education.
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1. Introduction

Information and communication technology has been used in learning education in schools and adult education. The advancement of information and communication technology at this time has changed the way people perceive and act in spending time working and overcoming all the problems that often occur, this makes society now very ambitious and dependent on technological advances z [1]. In addition to basic knowledge, the Blockchain method is also able to implement so as to make changes to learning and dynamics in the teaching and learning process in schools. Transferring the mechanism found into the form of a game to increase the motivation for the teaching and learning process to meet the desired goals. According to Zichermann, gamification is a game mindset process and game mechanism to engage users and solve problems. The definition is more general. Blockchain is a technology which according to the distributed ledger is secure and offers opportunities for digital recording and information sharing over computer networks [2]. These types of information differ in context, but can include digital signatures, certificates, transaction assets, smart contracts, identities etc. Blockchain technology itself is a record in the form of a distributed database or a public / private ledger that has been used and shared by many users participating in the blockchain. Exploration
of blockchain technology can solve problems that often occur and focus on learning applications, where it can be successful if it displays the features and advantages of blockchain technology [3]. Blockchain is a record (information base) that continues to grow, called blocks, which are connected and secured using cryptographic methods [4]. In each block contains the cryptographic hash of the previously connected block to the timestamp, as well as transaction data. Each block in this system is bound to each other and if there is data change in one block, it is mandatory to replace information in another block [5]. In the context of education, for example, information such as graduation certificates, test reports, academic achievement, performance metrics, academic profiles, career interests and so on can be mutually validated and transmitted. Information that is entered in the transparent ledger is communal, permanent, and accessible to the network [6]. In fact, the ledger that becomes the blockchain represents units of data that multiply over time with each update. With the presence of blockchain technology, it is hoped that it can increase the security, authenticity and validity of data from fake certificates, as well as if there is double data existence so that it can be minimized [7]. Defined protocols are used to decide how new entries are initiated, validated, recorded and distributed (Piscine, et al., 2016). Security and consistency are guaranteed in the Blockchain ledger through a consensus protocol that allows participants to run complex cryptologic algorithms to authenticate the integrity of the entire system. This technology can prevent changes or falsification of transactions so that users can trade directly with each other safely [8].

2. General Background

2.1 The influence of Blockchain in education

Perhaps the aspect that exists to maintain the level of user trust in the digital world is the confidentiality, integrity and truthfulness of the information obtained. As stated by (Tapscott, 2016), data confidentiality cannot be given to undesirable individuals, entities, or processes. Integrity is complete and accurate information, which cannot be changed in an illegal or unknown way [9]. Neither the recipient of the information nor the sender can manipulate the transactions of each party. Since the measurement of industrial society known as society, various digital circuits have developed to provide security and legality of every activity ranging from economic, political, social and cultural events in the digital world [10].

Today, we find ourselves with a new strategy that is recognized as a great tool that we hope will address this need for security. For some specialists, the possibilities that Blockchain offers in terms of information security, agility, and transparency in the digital world, will drastically increase the strength of not only the financial services industry, but also various other aspects of our society [11]. Technically, Blockchain is proving to be a new technology that disrupts event registration via distributed and replicated systems. This is especially true in the financial world, where cases like the Bank of England, as well as Visa, Santander, UBS, BNY Mellon, Deutsche Bank are just a few examples. Gap, the term can include several interpretations. Some describe how to record and store transactions of multiple cryptocurrencies, while others describe certain components of the Blockchain environment, including the rules governing system behavior [12]. The blockchain consists of a collection of applications, with special controls on cryptocurrency, and in particular BitCoin, the most recognized currency in the world. The success of Bitcoin is actually using a decentralized system based on tests that are registered by all users, guardians of their anonymity [13]. These attributes allow general interest to analyze the potential of Blockchain in areas such as digital identity, attention to marginalized groups, medical records, and of course, education [14]. Its
emerging uses in education have attracted the attention of educators and researchers in the field, who are somewhat suspicious about the shortcomings and risks of these technologies in education, although they also attract some possibilities. In this regard, in 2017, Nicosia University became so high in the world that it authorized the diploma via Blockchain. But the most famous projects are from MIT and the British Open University. At MIT’s Media Lab, Philipp Smith, director of del Learning Innovation, developed a certification proposal that is registered via Blockchain with the open standard, Blockcerts.

1. Edublocks

The Edublocs project is an initiative promoted by researchers from the Institute of Research in Education at the University of Barcelona. This initiative seeks to promote a training model that allows different student itineraries, but in which the four best performers, at different times and in different ways, guide travel plans [15]. Subject evaluation actors are: coaches, the subjects themselves, classmates and the automated system. In line with this, there is a need to offer students diverse and comprehensive scenarios, activities and resources to support their learning [16]. But problems arising from their encapsulation costs, the multitude of early standards, and the natural evolution of the Internet have reduced it to a symbolic presence. It should be added that, in most cases, this object is better called knowledge than learning because it is limited in feature content.

On the other hand, the Internet has flooded with a lot of space to find learning resources. Some are organized spaces, such as Khan Academy or Ted Ed. In other cases, they are resources framed in a training program such as OCW or multiple MOOCs. All of these do not have a complete training structure: objectives, levels of access, assessment mechanisms, which in most cases contain didactically organized content, and are far from changing initiatives that provide answers to knowledge [17], a need that must be met in a digital society, in line with what Fullan & Langworthy has to say about new knowledge and deeper learning. On the other hand, this whole approach focuses on the production of digital objects for online learning [18].

2. Objective

This part of the project seeks to implement via the Blockchain a management system for LO evaluation that supports student activity, and which compiles their personalized itinerary, different for each case. There is no previous documented experience since the use of Blockchain in Education in the three years that have passed since the University of Nicosia released its certificate or MediaLab started a block chart project, it focuses on academy accreditation certification [19]. The application of Blockchain to activity certification is hardly documented at the time of writing this line. Finally, the main objective of this project is to design and implement a system for recording activity results, together with management of the evaluation process via Blockchain.

3. Proposal structure and implementation

The itinerary is organized through what is initially called LO, and later, activities to avoid confusion. Each activity includes a design that includes: intended objectives, detailed descriptions of activities, expected products, evaluation procedures with the criteria to be applied, and other information needed to make decisions [20]. In addition, each activity offers an indication of previous requirements. And most importantly, each activity has a signature: the trainer designed it, and who will follow up on the students who carry out this activity. In our case, it is offered five types of activities organized into blocks. While some blocks are programmed at a specific date, others are developed over a long period of time [21].

4. The object of learning and evaluation

Since the early nineties, Wayne Hodgins understood learning objects as parts of
learning that could be operated easily. Those that were accepted as solutions for training design in virtual environments, were then abandoned and redefined. And during this process, the evaluation of the learning achieved with the object has been one of the key elements of the problem. Student evaluation in both the formative and accreditation aspects is the competence of the teacher or tutor who is responsible for these subjects [22]. However, many authors have shown that this evaluation is concerned with objects.

This is the case the Guardia & Sangrà analyzes. The reasons are several and several types of economy. Objects available in open mode on the network have assumed certain affordable costs, but if the object designer must also be responsible for the evaluation of students who, coming from other educational institutions or companies, use the object, they must be paid for their other work of a learning nature. Namely evaluation in a training program is a complex process in which a coach-tutor exists to guide a student on his or her journey or to prove that he or she has achieved a certain goal or competency [23]. From this perspective, it becomes problematic if the evaluation is subject to criteria that have been made by a stranger, perhaps from another epistemological or didactic point of view. As a result, learning objects available on open networks rarely include learning evaluations. Even repositories that include evaluative items such as EdTed4, do so under the title Reflection, understanding that the evaluation is in the hands of the trainer or tutor in charge of the subject [24].

The solutions adopted in this project consisted of the distinction between two often confused traditional concepts of educational evaluation, namely evaluation of evaluative measurement results; and student evaluation processes, both formative and accredited [25]. In order to understand the following, we will use the terms assessment and evaluation appropriately from here on. In this perspective, the evaluation and assessment of learning achieved in an object, in accordance with the objectives being pursued, is an activity related to that object, which is proposed and must be carried out by the actor responsible for the object, namely the one concerned. Concerned who offers it in open mode on the Net. On the other hand, the evaluation of students' learning processes, their progress and, finally, the final achievement of the intended objectives or competency development are the appropriate tasks that are in charge of the training program that students participate in [26]. Such as instructor or teacher for the first function, and "facilitator" for the second function. It is possible to deny that an instructor is not required for an object of learning. This is false: the instructor can be either a machine or a person, but if the object includes some kind of assessment of learning it must be done by someone responsible for the learning [27]. Learning objects have not been designed for autonomous learning situations. It should be noted that LOs at Edublocs are offered on the Internet by experts or academics from educational institutions around the world and not by members of the same educational institutions as tutors. In this perspective, the first point follows a process similar to that currently on the Internet. Recent proposals using hirarc.

3. Method

The Edublocs project is in the full implementation phase during its first year. To analyze this initial stage 5 Implementation Evaluations have been carried out, to make improvements that can support the sustainability of the initiative. According to Lázaro & Obregón, this evaluation aims to ensure that the implementation of an initiative is carried out well and in line with the ability to achieve the expected results [28]. In line with Sapag & Sapaga, what we are looking for is to consider and assess each component of the project, using the same information generated in the resource and their own dynamics generated in the initial implementation of Edublocs. Therefore, the problem is whether the organization is properly regulated and
regulated, namely whether it regulates the factors of production or functions that can regulate consistency and coherence to meet its original objectives. The exercise results have immediate importance in the process of transferring them if necessary, while providing us with information that is part of the general validation of the project [29].

The process of gathering and analyzing information

As we have mentioned, this article is the result of the Edublocs Implementation Evaluation that has been carried out to follow up the process of designing, developing and implementing the initiative. What it does following Padilla's line is to see project progress, problems as they arise, solutions found and the exact dimensions of unresolved problems. In this sense, Lázaro & Obregón's proposal on Project Implementation Evaluation, suggests that the greatest possible input should be to analyze the various dimensions involved in project smoothness and work [30]. This, what is presented here is a joint analysis of the various evidence obtained from the use of various information strategies.

We refer to the minutes of the organization's meeting, email, and all supporting documentation of the agreement reached [31]. In our case, during the process, which began with the first meeting in February 2018 and continued with the start of the course in September, and ended at the end of the course in December, a detailed report was written explaining the problems detected and the decisions taken. This is done thanks to the individual fact that each of these examples is valid and transcribed [32]. Copies of the most significant letter exchanges made during the months between September and December are also kept, which makes it possible to follow certain decision-making processes. With the sources of information that have been obtained, the evidence grouping process has been carried out which encourages us to produce one content corpus. This, in line with Raigada and Scribano & De Sena, has allowed us to provide an integral explanation of the evidence and therefore the questions that arise in the introduction to this article. The results have been organized into two main analytical dimensions.

4. Result

The results of this study provide an overview of the implementation evaluation carried out in the fourth month, namely the implementation of the Edubloc initiative. As we have mentioned, Results files have been grouped into two main dimensions, integrating data and information obtained in the process in each dimension. It is a process analysis i.e. the design evolution and the remaining problems.

4.1 Analysis of the evolutionary process

Development in this dimension consists of six sub-dimensions that describe the design process, associated costs, certification, and evaluation of the Edublocs project. The discussion section explains more about the process based on the Edublocs Gradebook which was created specifically for the Edublocs project. This allows permanent registration of class information. This Edublocs Gradebook is public and can be viewed in any browser on the default page or on pages for specific assignments. Almost anyone can add new records to the Edublocs Gradebook.
On the right, the Rinkeby's private network widget, which supports transaction confirmation. However, it is an additional step for teachers who would be working in a typical management environment, namely opening a browser and transferring data. If we also take into account that, once the information is sent to Ethereum, the creation of blocks and notes is not done immediately, assuming a double step to simplify the trainer. With EGB, trainers can ignore the most cryptic aspects of the process, such as smart contract creation or block encryption [33]. This way, we can facilitate a smooth process. Indeed, consulting the results by students, a double step becomes necessary, because the information on the Blockchain is protected by a private password. Usually, in many Blockchain applications in the social sphere, the password belongs to the owner of the information, who records the information and who can disclose it.

In another project (Gräther & OT. 2018), the solution also includes a double step: agents accessing the Blockchain are educational institutions that accredit and/or validate it. When a student wants to certify a learning unit, he or she goes to an educational institution that issues a certificate based on Blockchain records. And this is the strategy adopted here. This double step does not solve the problem of note-taking by the trainer and consultation by the tutor [34]. In the pilot version of the project, the problem does not occur because both use the same tools within the framework of a shared educational institution. The TEA application solves the problem, but does not solve it within the scalability intended in a future phase, where there is no common institutional umbrella.

Double step design

Part of the Edublocs project involved developing a team assessment management tool by teachers. The application is called TEA (Technology Enhanced Assessment). This app allows not only to measure LO but also for communication with students, reducing time and simplifying efforts. Therefore, a resource was introduced that supports this application to provide forms, only which leaves a record confirmation on the Net. Implementing Blockchain in experimental mode can cause malfunctions in applications. However, once deployed, its incorporation into the platform was immediate, requiring no additional assistance [35]. The double step is also used for students. Since students do not have a private record keeping password on the Blockchain, student records are identified through a private password. This password allows them to ask questions quickly and securely. They can also open the EGB directly, but in this case they have to manually extract the ones associated with them from the
list of records on the Blockchain.

4.2 Economic costs

One of the most frequent criticisms made about Blockchain is its high cost. At that time, according to ethereum scores, each student had a fee of € 0.15 or Rp. 2,592 and each note costs € 0.25 or Rp. 4,320. Counting 160 students and 10 activities per student, this translates to € 440 or Rp. 7,604,259, with an average cost of € 2.65 or Rp. 45,798 per student. This is an acceptable and scalable fee that is, a student covering 60 credits of an academic course with 10 subjects working under a similar system will be charged € 26.50 or Rp. 457,983. This represents between 1% and 2% of their enrollment. These fees are low but, as this is a pilot implementation, it was decided in September to work with a test network on Ethereum called Ropsten11. Then, during implementation, we worked with another private network called Rinkeby12.

To understand this technical change, we must remember that Blockchain and Ethereum are cutting-edge technologies and are constantly changing. The test network objected to the problems arising from this change. This is what happened with the Ropsten network, because problems were detected when they started introducing the first mass recording, according to LOs 11, 12 and 13. The company that developed EGB suggested the best solution was to change the network. Each record contains an identifier of who entered the information, the student involved, the activity evaluated, and the five marks assigned for weighted complexity, effort, relevance in subject, grade obtained, and grade assigned weight.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recorder</th>
<th>is a string consisting of 42 characters with format N9HKvBotq78LueAwwqRyxus1rKJrWdZD1r3NvJrc2r4=</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>Character string; there is no practical limit, but the cost of one: the longer, the higher the registration fee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>0 a 4453920374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity</td>
<td>0 - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effort</td>
<td>0 - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>0 - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Points</td>
<td>0 - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted Points</td>
<td>0 - 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This limit is entered into the EGB. This nuance is interesting because in reality it can be between 0 and 24.5. Simple changes to the new value usage interface.

4.3. LO assessment to student evaluation

Tutors can at any time consult with their group students and check their progress on the proposed itinerary. In addition, it allows them to make changes to their travel plans and have a vision of how they are progressing. This need not be the case and both can use evaluation management systems and other LMS. The point of unification is the LO rating record on the Blockchain. For example, although tutors can access the scores recorded by different trainers for their students, and the overall scores to be earned each time in the process, these are not automatically identified by subject evaluation [36]. Tutors can use other additional indicators to create their own evaluation reports. The most paradigmatic case is the final class case.

4.4. Learning certification

For this purpose, in the student consultation page which made it possible to compare the results with their peers and their perceptions of the way they worked, it was decided to add an option to get a work certificate in one of the activities [37]. In records gleaned from student-made use of direct consultations to the Blockchain, we found 1205 queries for a total of 130 subjects. Of these, only 30 fit this certificate. There were 66 consultations on matters related to self-regulation of learning, a relatively insignificant number [38].

1. Problem
Cultural and communicated via fast and direct channels. Therefore, the analysis tries to find out what elements will not work in the scalability of the system, although in a pilot study this might be something that would be easy to solve. In this sense, we found four aspects worth considering, and which we will describe now.

2. Process
When multiple notes are introduced it is possible to use management techniques that make the wait even more bearable. However, in general, this is a process that teachers find slow, getting used to the fact that introducing grades is something quite fast. In this case, downloading all the recordings that fit at least 140 students can take more than 10 minutes. Given that the system acts as an intermediary in two steps for student consultation as previously described, the solution chosen for now is that the downloading of all notes is done periodically, rather than when students ask questions [39]. This is a problem that has not appeared until now in the literature on Blockchain applications. In the case of itineraries, this may not be a fundamental requirement, but it is still an emerging problem.

3. Information recovery
We have previously referred to this issue. In the case of students, this is not the case. They cannot access private passwords; Therefore, their certificates are always issued by educational institutions. At Edublocs, coaches and tutors have access to passwords. But this may not be true in their scaled system in which educators from different educational institutions participate with one function or another [40]. Obviously, the key to encrypting should be in the hands of the trainer, as they were the ones who introduced the notes. It is true that there is a variable that identifies the trainer who introduced the record, but it allows the imitation of one trainer with another [41]. The use of identifiers alone is not sufficient, as a review of a series of records that is not very large is sufficient to quickly identify which passwords are compatible with other trainers.

4. Information security
One of the most attractive options for students of this educational proposal, is the
possibility to be able to prove in successive courses or even to future employers, a particular learning acquired and validated. But in the case of other teachers, the situation is more interesting [42]. A conscious teacher may try to make sure his student has these skills.

5. Economic costs

We have analyzed the cost of the project. We’ve seen the project cost this year is € 424 or Rp. 7,327,740. This is a theoretical cost of ending up working with the private Rinkeby14 network. But let’s scale the project one more time. Even though costs are lowered, they don’t stop being costs. The most important problem arises in the distribution of costs [43]. The Edublocs project is based on the fact that a teacher or tutor from a group, acting as a trainer in the LO, judges students against other teachers. It is clear that it is possible to limit the number of students admitted [44]. Attending 300 students in the LO was not problematic from the time where, in another LO, he had benefited from work being done by another trainer. Job distribution is not a problem in this pilot study. The course was finally conducted by 119 students, which counted with an offer of 14 LO. The distribution of students can be seen in table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object of Learning</th>
<th>Student Learning Object</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The three trainers who carried out the evaluation task had a relatively homogeneous distribution in each LO, as shown in table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coach</th>
<th>OA Evaluation</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Form 1</td>
<td>21,22,25,26,31</td>
<td>194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form 2</td>
<td>12,23,24,32</td>
<td>259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form 3</td>
<td>11, 13,41</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Homogeneous Distribution Table

Of the 14 LOs, there were two whose evaluations were carried out differently. For LO 33, this was evaluated by the students themselves, so the role of the trainer was limited to coordination work. In the case of LO 51, the evaluation is distributed among the three tutors, because it is a final assignment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Payment finance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Form 1</td>
<td>€85.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form 2</td>
<td>€74.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form 3</td>
<td>€53.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Payment finance
With regard to this data, the following question is asked: is the trainer ready to accept this payment? Will a way to finance this expenditure be found, apart from a special grant associated with the project? It is true that there are not many, but we propose a system that should work in a loose and global network of educators. The challenge, therefore, is to think about how these costs can be covered.

5. Conclusion

The evaluation carried out in the implementation of the Edublocs project allows us to identify a set of important elements which will of course be very useful for seeking sustainability. In its design with process analysis and evolution, we assume that, in general, the system works [45]. The interruption in the process ended and was finally carried out. However, from the experience of this pilot and the possibilities required for daily recovery and recovery processes, we believe that without Blockchain, it would be impossible to design, implement and manage learning proposals in a global environment as planned. The costs associated with design are not very high, but it is difficult to find ways to be accepted by the educators involved a new phase started in February 2019 involving actors and design changes that allow scalability. Regarding the question that arises in the introduction that guides this research: what are the limitations of using Blockchain in evaluating [46]. The Edublocs project, allowing students to create their own study schedules, has encouraged students to realize the potential contribution that the application of LO can make to their learning. With regard to the use of Blockchain in projects, it is possible to pay attention to its potential, not only for the implementation of this particular initiative, but also for personalized learning itineraries in a global environment [47]. With students, teacher-tutors, and LO trainers from various organizations and countries, Blockchain offers a system that guarantees the various actors that make up the learning process, as well as the skills that are assimilated. In parallel, information about the learning process is safe, legitimized and validated by the actors, and can be accessed globally, safely and confidentially. Thus, the faculty can become a special instructor in courses that are presented with almost the same subjects according to the specific needs of each university.
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